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Visit the School Zone store at Ebook Library.com/SchoolZonePublishing.CARD FEATURESSet
includes 54 flash cards, 1 answer card, 1 parent cardFor ages 4 to 6Large 3.0” x 5.575” cards
with easy-to-sort rounded cornersLearn and practice ABC’sBig, bold letters are paired with cute
illustrations to help associate letters with objectsThe opposite side of the card shows the related
word nameDevelop speed, accuracy, and confidencePortable and perfect for on-the-go learning!
EXCELLENT - These alphabet flash cards for kids are a great way to help your child learn while
making it fun! This package contains one box of flashcards that help kids playfully learn alphabet
letters. Bring skills such as memory, listening, and beginning sounds into each fun-filled lesson.
Children will get to know primary phonics and learn to connect letter sounds with objects: K is for
Kite, for example. Once they learn their letters, flip the ABC flash cards over and the picture's
name ("Aa" is for "ant") appears so your child can work on spelling and pre-reading too. This
kind of enjoyable reinforcement learning is perfect as both a school aid, or as a great addition to
your kids homeschool curriculum. Other sets are available for different age groups and subjects
and are proudly crafted in the USA.KIDS FLASH CARDS - Kids and parents who use our
flashcards for practice testing are using one of the most effective learning techniques available.
A hundred years of research shows practice testing is highly likely to boost retention. Our
language and math flash cards for kids are fun and motivating, and also tend to help students
deepen their understanding and reasoning by making learning seem like a game. A sense of
play can encourage kids to explore and experiment with concepts more freely and can reduce
the stress of viewing schoolwork as nothing more than problems.PREPARATION - Let us help
you prepare your young children for the next grade level with our workbooks, flashcards, card
games, early reading books, and online learning program – Anywhere Teacher. Keep kids
"classroom ready" with these great supplemental learning tools and more!AWARD WINNING -
School Zone content has won The Parents’ Choice Foundation Award, Tillywig Toy Awards,
Brainchild Award, Family Choice Award, Mom's Choice Awards Honoring Excellence, Gold Star
Toy Scholastic Parent and Child Award and many more.OUR STORY - More than 40 years ago,
long-time educators James Hoffman, Ed.D., and his wife Joan Hoffman, M.A., began a retail
supply outlet for teachers, then soon identified a need for at-home learning materials to help
parents support and supplement their children’s classroom instruction. School Zone Publishing
fast emerged as the market leader in workbooks and flashcards for preschoolers through sixth
graders.School Zone remains family-owned, focused on excellence, responsive to customers,
alert to emerging technology, and committed to the community. We continually update our
products with new features and content, reflective of changing standards, evolving teaching
methods, and overall best practices.



My 3 year old daughter loves these flash cards. There are 2 for every letter and each have a nice
picture that are easy to identify for any child. Great for any child! --School Zone WebsiteBought
these cards to practice abc's with my kindergartener. Great alternative to paper work. Been
using them for a while now and when my daughter sees a letter she can sound out she
associates the picture on the card and knows the sound. --Ebook Library
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Ebook Library Reader, “Two full sets of the alphabet!. I am determined to teach my son all his
letters before he goes back to school after winter break and these have been super helpful! Just
standard flash cards but they get the job done!”

Liana Elola, “perfect for my 2 year old!!. i know the box says 4-6 years old, but my 2 year old has
taken a liking to cards, he’ll choose one he likes and hold it around with him everywhere he
goes, this week his favorite is the E Egg care. he knows how to pronounce almost every card, if
he doesn’t know the name of the animal on the card he just makes the sound they make, like
how elephant is hard for him he does a little trunk sound. once he learns a card he carries it
around and if you ask what he’s got he’ll keep repeating the word. super helpful for teaching
littles new words and for an amazing price. i’m getting him the number card set now.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Great for teaching. Girlfriend is a Christian School teacher for 4 year
olds. They love these flashcards. They get to learn,  and it keeps them little ones busy.”

Joyce Grahmann, “A B C cards. I like the cards”

David, “Better than the other flash cards brand on amazon. Amazon offers two brands of
flashcards: School Zone (this one) and Brighter Child. It's hard to tell the difference from
reading the Product Descriptions, so I bought the Alphabet flashcards from both brands to try
them out. Both brands are about the same size and provide 2 flashcards for each letter. I think
the School Zone flashcards are better in several respects: * The School Zone cards have 2
different pictures for each letter. E.g., for the letter "A", School Zone has an Apple card and an
Ant card. The Brighter Child cards have two identical Apple cards (one has a capital A and one
has a lower case a). The different pictures on the School Zone cards allow for a good match-the-
letter game. * The School Zone cards have the letter and word written on the back, so the
parent knows what is on the other side and older kids can learn to read the words. E.g., the
back of the Apple card says "Aa" and "apple" on the back. The Brighter Child cards have a
generic design on the back of every card (sort of like a deck of playing cards). * The illustrations
on the School Zone Cards are higher quality original artwork and more engaging. The
illustrations on the Brighter Child cards have a grainy look, like someone downloaded free clip-
art and enlarged them. * The School Zone cards are made in USA. Brighter Child is made in
Vietnam. So the School Zone cards have a smaller carbon footprint just from being shipped a
shorter distance and probably were made in a more environmentally-responsible manner * And
finally, the School Zone cards are cheaper”

Anna, “Really nice cards with uppercase and lowercase letters. I teach preschool virtually,
alphabet flashcards are a must have! Each letter comes with two sets of cards. The front is a



colored illustration with an uppercase and lower case letter, and the back is also the upper case
and lowercase letter with the corresponding word. I do wish the upper case and lower case
letters were on separate cards, just so the kids could do a little more thinking and it’s not just
given to them.The illustrations are mostly common things young children are familiar with.
Unless you are wonderful at drawing these flash cards are a necessity for your preschool
classroom, in person or virtual.”

LnASmom, “Nice flash cards!. I like the thickness of these cards and the picture associated with
the letter. I do wish that they iPad and lower case were separated one in each side. My
preschooler learned her upper case before Covid and not her lowercase so it’s hard to teach her
using these flash cards because she answers by her knowledge of the capital letters.I also wish
the box was sturdier- my 7 year old torn the box a bit getting them out to quiz his sister and the
tear is increasing in size with use.All in all great tools to supplement learning and fun for the kids
too.”

Robin H, “Definitely helping. I like that it's helping my preschooler before he goes off to
kindergarten.”

Ayse, “American A-Z cards. Some words not familiar to British children. Good cards, only reason
I haven't given them 5 stars is because they are appear to be American as some of the words
are not words we would use here. For example 'wagon' for wheelbarrow for W and some words
were not easy for my child to work out with the pictures given. Words should be much simpler
and more familiar to children.”

Nornor, “Wonderful. We love these. Bought them for my 3 year old who just refused to learn her
alphabet or sounds. Get them in two sets. Has both lower case and upper case letters. Can play
lots of games. Handy little pack”

bookwormkt, “Fun cards.. Brilliant letter flash cards. I like the 2 options per letter, though x marks
the spot for x is a bit odd! The pictures are fun. I am sure my pupils will love them.”

Jessicca Rose, “Brilliant cards. Brilliant cards for the price! Bright and colourful and does the job
of teaching my child letters. Would defo recommend buying.”

katalin hajdu, “Good product. We love it”

The book by Willabel L. Tong has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 5,392 people have provided feedback.
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